
 
Figure 1 Schematic illustration of HPT disk showing the location of the tensile testing 

specimens, hardness measurements, and SEM observation area. 

 
Figure 2 EBSD-IPF maps of Zn-0.5Cu alloy before and after HPT processing. a) N = 0 (pure 

compression), b) N = 1/2, c) N = 1, d) N = 2, e) N = 5, f) N = 10. Please pay attention to 

different scale bars.  
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Figure 3 Basal (0001), prismatic         and prismatic         pole figures of Zn-0.5Cu alloy 

before and after HPT processing. a) N = 0 (pure compression), b) N = 1/2, c) N = 1, d) N = 2, 

e) N = 5, f) N = 10.  

 
Figure 4 (0001) fiber and               components contribution in total texture in Zn-0.5Cu 

alloy after HPT 



 
Figure 5 Distribution of grain boundary misorientations in Zn-0.5Cu alloy before and after 

HPT processing. a) N = 0 (pure compression), b) N = 1/2, c) N = 1, d) N = 2, e) N = 5, f) 

N = 10, Mackenzie random misorientation and misorientation after 4 times ECAP using route 

Bc [9,11]. 

 
Figure 6 Low (LAGB) and high (HAGB) angle grain boundary density in Zn-0.5Cu alloy 

after HPT. 

 
Figure 7 a) radial hardness distribution along the radius for all specimens b) variation of 

hardness with equivalent strain for the Zn-0.5Cu alloy processed by HPT for a range of turns 

from 0.5 to 10 turns.  



 

Figure 8 SEM images of Zn-0.5Cu alloy processed by HPT for 10 turns, a) in the disk center, 

b) close to the disk edge.  

 
Figure 9 Plots of mechanical properties versus equivalent strain at 293 K with various strain 

rates for HPT samples a) yield stress, b) ultimate tensile stress, c) elongation to failure.  

 
Figure 10 Strain rate sensitivity (m) evolution after HPT processing at RT. 



 
Figure 11 Schematic representation of grain boundary misorientation formation in sharp basal 

fiber texture  

 




